SMAW Techniques
Objectives:
1. Compare and contrast the different weld positions typically used in SMAW.

Terms:
arc length: The distance from the electrode to the workpiece in an arc welding application.
cold lap: Lack of fusion, which is the result of applying too cold of a weld to a plate that is too thick. Cold lap
is also called incomplete fusion.
electrode: A device that conducts electricity. In welding, the electrode also can act as the filler metal.
flux: A non-metallic material that prevents, dissolves or helps remove oxides and other unwanted
substances from the surface of the base metal and used to protect the weld puddle and solid metal from
atmospheric contamination.
oscillate: To move backwards and forwards with a steady rhythm.
overlap: The protrusion of weld metal beyond the weld toe or weld root.
penetration: The depth below the surface of the base metal to which welding heat is sufficient for the metal
to melt and become liquid or semi-liquid. Also called the depth of fusion. The word “penetration” is also
applied to the ability of arc or electrode to reach into the root of the groove between two members being
welded.
porosity: Cavity type discontinuities or bubbles formed by gas entrapment during solidification of the weld
metal.
spatter: Metal particles that splatter onto the base metal during welding but are not part of the weld.
stringer bead: A type of weld bead formed by moving the electrode straight across the joint. A good stringer
bead has good wash-in at the weld toes.
travel angle: The angle less than 90° between the electrode axis and a line perpendicular to the weld axis, in
a plane determined by the electrode axis and the weld axis. This angle can also be used to partially define
the position of guns, torches, rods and beams
undercut: A groove melted into the base metal at the weld toe or weld root that is left unfilled by weld metal.
The groove concentrates stresses on the weld and is considered a defect if the undercut exceeds the part’s
tolerances.
weave bead: A type of weld bead made with transverse oscillation.
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Terms Cont’d.:
whip technique (whipping): A technique typically used for forming a stringer bead that involves moving
the electrode around in a circle and withdrawing it slightly, then repeating this technique to form a bead.
work angle: The angle less than 90° between a line perpendicular to the major workpiece surface
and a plane determined by the electrode axis and the weld axis. In a T-joint or corner joint, the line is
perpendicular to the nonbutting member. This angle can also be used to partially define the position of
guns, torches, rods and beams.
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Introduction
Welding isn’t as simple as dragging a pencil across a sheet of paper. To weld a
straight line can require plenty of movement, both whipping in the direction of
the weld and weaving across the weld. Positioning is important, too, whether it’s
the work angle or the travel angle of the electrode, the order beads are made in a
multipass weld or the position in which the weld is being made.

SMAW Overview
Following is a brief overview of the SMAW process.

Arc Length
In SMAW, the electric arc is made between the workpiece and the tip of a coated
metal wire called the electrode. The electrode is clamped in a holder and held in the
hand. The welder completes the welding circuit by striking the electrode on the base
material that is to be welded, then creating a gap in the welding circuit by holding
the tip of the electrode 1/16 in. to 1/8 in. (1.6 mm 3.2 mm) away from the base metal.
This is known as arc length. The electric current jumps this gap and creates a very
hot arc, which the welder guides along the joint to be welded, melting the metal as
it is moved.

Travel Angle and Work Angle
When welding, the electrode should be held in the weld joint using the proper work
angle. Work angle is the angle used to provide adequate penetration into the weld
joint. For flat welds the work angle is typically 90° (Figure 1) and for fillet welds 45°.
The travel angle is the angle that the electrode is tilted either in or against the
direction of travel. The travel angle is usually between 20 - 30° (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Work Angle

Figure 2. Travel Angle

Striking an Arc
The basis of arc welding is the continuous electric arc. A welder must be able to
strike and establish the arc easily and quickly. There are two general methods of
striking the arc: scratching and tapping.
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The scratching method is easier for beginners and when using an AC machine. Move
the electrode, inclined at an angle, across the plate and touch the electrode to the
plate (Figure 3). This motion is similar to how a match is struck on a match box. As
the electrode scratches the plate, the circuit is completed, current begins to flow,
and an arc is struck. When the arc has formed, withdraw the electrode momentarily
to form an excessively long arc of about 3/16 in. (4.8 mm), and then return to a
normal arc length of 1/16 in.-1/8 in. (1.6 mm 3.2 mm). If too long of an arc length
is being used, the welder may notice an increase in spatter and the occurrence of
undercut. An even longer arc length may cause the arc to go out.
In the tapping method, the electrode is moved downward to the base metal in a
vertical direction (Figure 4). As soon as it touches the metal, the electrode is
withdrawn momentarily to form an excessively long arc and then returned to a
normal arc length.

Figure 3. Scratching

Figure 4. Tapping

The most common difficulty encountered in striking the arc is “sticking.” This
happens when the electrode tip sticks or fuses to the work piece. Giving the
electrode holder a quick snap backward from the direction of travel or quickly
moving it from side to side will generally free the electrode. If it does not, the welder
will have to open the circuit by releasing the electrode from the holder. Caution:
the electrode can become red-hot if current continues to flow through the stuck
electrode.
Warning: Never remove the shield from your face if the electrode sticks. Free the
electrode with the shield in front of your eyes, as it will “flash” when it comes loose.

Running a Bead
While running a bead, maintain an arc length slightly less than the diameter of the
electrode (1/16 in. to 1/8 in.) (1.6 mm 3.2 mm). Judging arc length by fractions of an
inch is difficult, but you can tell if the arc length is too long by using the following
cues: there will be a noticeable increase of spatter, the sound of the arc will be more
of a hiss than a crackle, the metal will melt off the electrode in large wobbly drops,
and the slag will be difficult to remove from the completed bead.
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When the travel speed is too fast, the bead will be thin and stringy, with poor
penetration. If the travel speed is too slow, weld metal will pile up and roll over, with
excessive overlap. Overlap is an alternative term for a lack of fusion discontinuity.
Correct amperage setting for any given electrode is important to achieve the proper
shape of bead, proper penetration and minimal spatter. When amperage is set too
high, the bead will be flat, the electrode will become overheated and the weld bead
may have excessive spatter and possibly some porosity. If the amperage setting is too
low, it will be difficult to strike the arc and maintain the correct arc length; also, the
weld metal will pile up, with excessive overlap and poor penetration.
Steps for running a bead are as follows:
1. Clean the base metal and position flat.
2. Set polarity and amperage: AC at 125 amps ± 5 amps for a 1/8 in. E6013
electrode.
3. Assume a position that permits you to see behind and ahead of the puddle
so that corrections can be made while welding.
4. Hold electrode upright incline. The travel angle should be 10 to 15° inclined
in the direction of travel; work angle should be 90°.
5. Strike arc and drag electrode the length of coupon, maintaining proper travel
speed to create desired weld puddle size. Generally, this is approximately 1.5
times the electrode width.
6. Practice the stringer bead until you can run the full length of the plate keeping
the weld straight and uniform like the one shown in Figure 5.
7. Clean weld and visually inspect. The weld should be uniform and straight.

Figure 5. Stringer Bead

Building a Pad
Padding is a common welding application. It is often necessary to build up metal
surfaces with one or more layers of weld deposit. Rebuilding a worn surface or
repairing a machining error are two applications of padding. This work may be done
on either flat or curved surfaces by depositing overlapping straight beads or weave
passes.
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When building a pad, the first layer is welded using successive beads that slightly
overlap. The second layer is deposited with the beads running 90° to the previous
pass.
Steps for building a pad are as follows:
1. Clean the base metal and position flat.
2. Set the polarity and amperage: AC at 100±5A for 1/8 in. E6013 electrode.
3. Assume a position that permits you to see behind and ahead of the arc so
that you can make corrections while welding.
4. Hold electrode upright. The travel angle should be 10 to 15° inclined in the
direction of travel; work angle should be 90°.
5. Run a straight stringer bead along the edge of the plate.
6. Chip the bead free of all slag before running succeeding passes. This must
be done for each pass so that excess slag will not be trapped in the weld
deposit.
7. Run a second bead parallel to the first, overlapping it about one third. Beads
should all be the same height, with no excessive depression or “valley”
between them.
8. As you run succeeding beads, a comparatively smooth surface of weld metal
should be obtained across the entire surface of the original plate.
9. Run a second layer of passes at right angles (90°) to the first layer.

Weave Beads
Weaving is an oscillating back and forth motion, crosswise to the direction of
travel. These motions are used to float out slag, deposit a wider bead, secure good
penetration at the edges of the weld, allow gas to escape, avoid porosity and pull
heat and metal from the center of the puddle and place it into the edges of the weld.
The weaving technique is used with most welding processes on thicker materials
where multipass welds are required. Weaving can be used in out-of-position
welds and is a technique used to fight the effects of gravity on the weld puddle
when welding out-of-position. With both the weave and whip technique it is very
important to develop an internal counting system such as, “ONE and hold and TWO
and hold and ONE and hold,” and so forth. Counting is very important to create
smooth, even and consistent weld beads.
To make a wide bead, it is necessary to move the electrode from side to side while
maintaining a forward motion to advance the bead. The motion requires the
electrode to pause on the sides of the weld and move across the middle of the weld.
The most heat is generated in the center of the weld. If the forward travel speed is to
slow or there is no pause on the sides of the weld, gravity will take over the puddle
and create a tall narrow bead with poor fusion at the toes of the weld. The weave
should not be wider than three times the diameter of the electrode.
There are several types of weave techniques, for example Z-weaves, crescent moon
weaves, figure 8 weaves and circle weaves among others that can produce quality
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welds (Table 1). These different weave patterns create the same results with practice,
so it is often simply the welder’s preference. The Z-weave is the most common and
most widely used of the different weave patterns. Weave beads are often used after
the root pass has been put in with a different electrode and a different technique.
The type of weave bead to be used can be specified on a welding procedure or may
be left up to the welder’s preference. The position and weld progression will also
dictate which type of weave bead to use.
NAME

Crescent Moon Weave

Circle Weave

Figure 8 Weave (Lace)

Z Weave

Straight Weave—
Side to Side Motion

APPLICATION
•

Buildup

•

Hardfacing

•

Buildup

•

Hardfacing

•

PATTERN

POSITION

•

Flat Plate

•

Flat Plate

Cap on Pipe/Plate in
2G Horizontal

•

Pipe 2G Cap

•

Lap

•

2F Plate

•

Fillet

•

4F Plate

•

Build Up

•

Hardfacing

•

Flat Plate

Table 1. Weave techniques

Whipping Technique
Whipping is an oscillating motion lengthwise with the direction of the bead. A
similar motion may be used to obtain two opposite results, keeping the puddle
“hot” or keeping it “cool.” Whipping is done most commonly with a fast freeze
electrode with a cellulose-based flux. This light and flaky flux allows the electrode
to be quickly “whipped” away from the puddle, which allows the puddle to cool for
a fraction of a second before the electrode is moved back to the puddle forming
another level of fusion. E6010 electrode is the most common electrode used with the
whipping technique. These are deep penetrating electrodes used for root passes in
fillet welds and particularly open root welds.
Whipping is simply a heat control technique. It can be used to create more heat in
the puddle for better fusion, or for pulling heat from the puddle when running open
root welds that overheat easily. When the electrode is whipped, the welder must
make sure to keep a short arc length. Since the whipping motion is forward and
back, and twisting the wrist creates the whip, this will create a long arc length and
cause overheating of the puddle. Overheating due to long arc length is particularly
common on open root welds.
Tbl 1:
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Whipping may be used on down hand weld progression (Figure 6 and Figure 7) to
keep the puddle “hot” or in a fluid state to obtain good penetration with even ripples
and uniform buildup. For vertical and overhead work or in joints where burn
through is a problem, the whipping motion is used to keep the puddle “cool” and
prevent it from sagging or running down. In the case of thin metal, it keeps the
puddle from penetrating too deep.

Figure 6. Horizontal Whip

Figure 7. Downhill Weld

Groove Weld in a Butt Joint in the Flat Position
The groove weld in a butt joint is made by placing the edges of two plates together
and fusing them together to create a weld as strong as the base metal. Preparations
for the groove weld in a butt joint depend upon the thickness of the metal: thicker
materials require more plate edge preparation. The preparation when welding
materials thicker than 1/4 in. requires a specific degree bevel put onto the edge of
each piece creating a V-groove. Thinner materials can simply be butted together
and welded. This is known as a square groove butt joint. Two other considerations
making a groove welds in a butt joint are having equipment available to prep the
edges of the material,
and determining if the
weld joint requires
welding on both sides.
A groove weld in a butt
joint is a very common
type of weld joint
that can be welded
successfully in all
positions with different
electrodes from one
side or both.
A groove weld in a butt
joint can be welded
from both sides to
ensure full penetration
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but more often, groove welds are performed from one side only when there is no
access to the backside of the joint. This is often the only way a weld can be made,
as when doing pipe and tank welding . When welding from one side, be sure that
the first pass achieves 100% penetration . Each bead must be cleaned well before
subsequent passes are run. Figure 8 on page 8 shows a multi-pass groove weld
in a butt joint. Better penetration is ensured if metal 1/4 in. thick and over is beveled
equally to form a 60° V-joint. Make enough passes on either type of joint to bring the
weld bead slightly above the surface of the base metal.
The work angle for flat positioning is 90° to the joint. The goal is to split the weld
evenly between the two pieces. Position the electrode straight into the joint for work
angle. The travel angle is angling the electrode 5 to 10 ° in the direction of travel.
The end of the electrode that is in the holder will point toward the direction of
travel. The end of the electrode touching the base metal will be slightly behind the
electrode holder. Arc length is very important especially when using the whipping
technique. Arc length is even more important when performing open root joints.
The idea is for a short arc length to force the weld puddle through the backside of
the material creating full penetration. As the arc length increases, the penetration
decreases.

Running Stringer Beads in the Horizontal Position
When welding out-of-position, electrode movement and arc length become very
important. The electric arc counteracts gravity with the arc force created by the
covering. The arc will deposit droplets of electrode metal into the crater in any
position. However, gravity will influence the action of the molten metal once it is
deposited in the crater. It is necessary, therefore, that the size of this molten pool is
kept small and the force of the arc is used to help keep it in place. The importance
and effect of practice also become apparent when welding in these positions.
It is necessary at times to make horizontal welds, particularly in the field. These
are welds on plate that is in the vertical position, but the joint runs parallel to
the ground. Examples of this are girth seams in large vertical storage tanks and
Groove Weld in a Butt Joints on vertical pipelines. Weave beads are seldom used in
the horizontal position, since the effects of gravity on the weld puddle are more
prevalent in the horizontal position. Using weave beads in the horizontal position
will result in lack of fusion on the lower leg of the weld known as cold lap.
Electrode angles are slightly different for horizontal positions in order to
compensate for the effects of gravity on the weld puddle. When performing
horizontal welds, the electrode work angle is about 5° below perpendicular and
inclined approximately 70 - 75° in the direction of travel. Instead of the electrode
splitting the joint evenly as in flat positions, the electrode is angled slightly upward
to fight the effects of gravity. The force of the arc will actually push the molten metal
toward the top piece. If the angle is straight in or even pointing downward slightly,
gravity will take over and produce an uncontrollable weld with lack of fusion and
can literally fall past the edges of the joint.
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To run a stringer bead,
strike an arc on the
vertical plate and draw
the bead along in a
horizontal line, holding
a short arc, while
maintaining correct
work angles, travel
angles, travel speed
and arc length. With
multipass welds, the
sequence in which the
welds are placed is very
Figure 9. Multipass Placement
important. Multipass
welds in the horizontal
position are always
placed from the bottom to the top (Figure 9). The shelf created by one weld bead
is necessary for the next weld bead to sit on in order to avoid cold lap and lack of
fusion. A correctly placed horizontal weld is often the more difficult weld to place
correctly in the weld joint.

Welding in the Vertical Position with a Downward Progression
When welding in the field, it is essential that a welder be able to weld in the vertical
position. There are two ways to make vertical welds: start at the top and weld down
or start at the bottom and weld up. Vertical-down welding is recommended on
metals 3/16 in. or less in thickness. This is because vertical down welding results
in less penetration into the base metal. With
thinner materials we don’t need as much
penetration. Downward progression is usually
found to be easier than vertical-up welding.
The reason is that gravity is pulling the weld
in the same exact direction you are depositing
the weld. With this type of weld, gravity is your
friend.
Many times on full penetration welds such
as pipeline welding, the root pass is done
with a vertical down progression and the
rest of the weld is done with an upward
progression. Keep in mind that root passes
are almost always done with E6010 fast freeze
electrodes. The cover pass on heavier metal
is sometimes welded down to produce a
smooth appearance. Vertical groove welds on
horizontal transmission pipelines are generally
welded down. Since not as much metal can be
carried in a down pass, it takes more passes
to complete the joint on heavy metals. This
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can cause excessive distortion, is more time-consuming and results in higher cost.
The weld progression and technique will be specified by the WPS which has been
developed through the particular welding code being used.
To weld in the vertical position, strike the arc and hold a short, but visible arc. Draw
the electrode down in a straight line. Move rapidly enough to keep the slag from
running ahead of the molten pool. This will make a thin bead. If the slag runs ahead
of the puddle, extinguish the arc, chip the slag from around and ahead of the crater
and restart the bead. You cannot weld over slag, this will cause slag entrapment in
the weld and greatly reduce the integrity of the weld. The electrode must be kept on
the leading edge of the puddle; you actually have to pull the puddle with you when
welding vertical down. A whipping motion can also be used with downward travel,
which will produce a narrow but well proportioned bead. Whipping will also help
control the heat in the puddle but the electrode must still be kept on the leading
edge of the puddle. Figure 10 on page 10 shows vertical down bead placement.

Welding a Butt Joint in the Vertical Position, Upward Progression
Vertical-up welding is generally used on plate 1/4 in. or thicker . Greater penetration
is possible by vertical-up welding, and more metal can be carried in each pass. This
allows welds to be made with fewer passes, which speeds up the welding and
reduces distortion. The first consideration is how gravity now affects the puddle. In
downward progression we travel the same direction gravity is pulling the weld but
with upward progression we are trying to weld in the opposite direction of
gravitational pull. Things change slightly starting with electrode travel angle. The
electrode must be angled upward so the arc force can help push the puddle up while
gravity is trying to pull it down.
As upward progression can be done with
either stringers or weave beads, many times a
welding procedure specification will give the
welder a choice. Amperage settings for vertical
up welding are usually slightly less than for
either flat welding or vertical-down welding.
The puddle must be kept small for easy
control. Some beginners find it easier to run
beads on plate inclined 30 to 40° and gradually
increasing the angle until it is vertical.
When running open root passes in the
vertical position with upward progression,
the whipping technique is critical. This is the
type of weld for which E6010 was designed.
As the puddle is trying to climb up the weld
joint, the electrode is whipped off the puddle
then back to give the puddle a second to cool.
Sometimes if the fit-up is perfect, the weld
will require very little or no whipping, but it is
rare that you will weld a perfect fit up. As you
begin, strike the arc at the bottom of the joint,
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use the whipping motion to keep the puddle “cool”, as practiced in the lesson on
flat welds. Here is the revised sentence: Move the electrode tip ahead of the puddle
about 1/2 to 1 in. while holding a consistent arc; hesitate and return it to the puddle
to deposit more metal with a short arc. Bead uniformity depends upon timing of the
whipping motion. If the puddle is difficult to control or excessive spatter is obtained,
it may be necessary to reduce the amperage. Practice the whipping motion until a
uniform bead is obtained. Figure 11 on page 11 shows vertical up bead placement.

Fillet Welds in the Vertical Position Welding Upward
Making fillet joints is similar to making butt joints, using the same weld form,
electrode angle and electrode motion. Maximum penetration on vertical joints in
metal 1/4 in. or thicker is ensured by welding up. Hold electrode pointing upward 5°,
directly into the corner. To make a fillet joint, hold a short arc and establish a puddle
penetrating evenly into each plate. Make first pass using the whipping technique.
Whip the electrode tip upward from the crater a bout 1/2 to 1 in. Holding a long arc,
hesitate and then return to the crater with a short arc to deposit more metal. Bead
uniformity depends upon proper timing of whipping motions. If puddle is difficult
to control, either reduce amperage or increase travel speed and whipping motion.
Depending on the thickness of the material a single pass weld or multipass welds
may be required. Figure 12 shows a single pass vertical fillet weld. Figure 13 shows a
multipass vertical fillet weld. The first pass of either weld is done with the electrode
angle pointing upward in the direction of travel. The whipping motion is used to
control the heat of the puddle. After cleaning slag and wire brushing the weld joint,
the rest of the welds in a multipass weld are commonly done with weave beads.
Weave beads require a smooth transition across the weld while holding on the sides
in order to let the puddle fill and fuse.

Figure 12. Vertical Fillet
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Groove Welds in the Vertical Position Welding Up with a
Backing Bar Welding Upward
Backing bars are used to keep the molten metal from falling through the backside
of the material. These types of weld are very common in certification testing
situations. This information is specific to V-groove butt joints. This weld is done on
material thicker than 1/4 in. Similar instructions apply to the groove or double-V
joints. Welding may be done from one side, or both sides when possible.
These types of welds are typically done with an E6010 electrode for the open root
pass and then completed with a different electrode. If the joint is not an open
root joint, such as a V-groove while using a backing bar, the E6010 electrode is not
needed. Open root welds and welds that use a backing bar are done the same way
except for the root pass. The size and type of electrode will be specified in the
welding procedure. The weld is done the same way, typically with multipass weave
beads.
The weld is started at the bottom and a slight weave technique is used to ensure
good fusion between each piece and the backing bar. Hold the electrode pointing
upward 5° and directly into the joint. One common problem with this weld is for
the electrode travel angle to increase as the electrode moves up the weld joint.
Increasing the electrode angles at the top of the weld creates a longer arc length
that results in overheated welds. As soon as the weld becomes too hot, gravity will
begin to pull the weld from the joint. To prevent this, be sure the electrode angle
stays consistent throughout the pass.
The next weld pass begins at the bottom and is weaved only wide enough to wash
into the toes of the previous weld. If the weld is weaved too wide, lack of fusion can
result. The final pass is performed the same way until the weld joint is completely
filled to at least the original base metal thickness. Figure 14 shows the sequence of
passes. All weld layers must be cleaned well between each layer. Chip the slag and
wire brush each weld layer.

Figure 14. Multipass Backing Bar
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Welding with Stringers in the Overhead Position
Welding with stringer beads in the overhead position requires a short arc length
to help force the weld in the opposite direction that gravity is pulling the weld.
Overhead welds can be performed with stringers or weave beads depending on the
joint type and thickness of material. With fillet welds, the root pass is performed
first and the rest of the weld beads are run from the bottom to the top in the same
manner as a horizontal fillet weld. When using a cellulose-based electrode such as
6010, whipping is used. With mineral based electrodes, a straight drag technique is
used.
Begin by using a 0 to 45° work angle (Figure 15) and a 5-15° travel angle (Figure 16). It
is common for the welder to let the arc length become too long, so be sure to keep
the arc length short. This allows the force of the arc to push the molten metal
upward more easily. After the root pass is performed, the second stringer is placed
on the bottom half of the root pass to create a shelf for the next weld bead to sit on
(Figure 17). No matter how many weld passes are required, the welds always start on
the bottom and the next weld is placed on top of that. It is not recommended to
start on the top and work down. Just as when building a house, begin with the
foundation and build upward.

Figure 16. 5-15° angle

Figure 15. 40-45° angle

Figure 17. Overhead multipass
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Conclusion
Using a work angle that will let the arc force push the weld against gravity is just
one of several techniques you can use to do your best work in all positions. Building
multipass welds up from the bottom, weaving to draw heat and metal from the
center of the weld and improve penetration at the sides, and whipping to control
temperature of the weld pool are others. Travel angles and the direction of welding
are also important to get good results.
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